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PASS IT ON The Practical Side of Business

The March/April issue of BizVoice® discussed research that
estimates the cost of a failed international assignment at
three to four times the employee’s base salary. In this issue,

we consider how an Indianapolis-based firm with international
operations is addressing the needs of its first international assignee.

Since a most critical part of any overseas assignment is the
satisfaction of the accompanying spouse or partner, we’ll also
offer some tips for improving a partner’s adjustment to a new
culture.

In 2005 Indianapolis-based Klipsch Audio Technologies
acquired a Danish firm, Jamo, in Glyngoere, Denmark. Klipsch
Audio recently expanded its international presence to include
sales offices in the s’Heerenberg village of the Netherlands. The
multi-lingual destination services team at the International
Center of Indianapolis assisted Klipsch with the transfer of an
employee to s’Heerenberg.

Klipsch selected its senior controller to serve in the European
assignment, expected to last between two and three years. Senior
vice president Steve Klipsch stated that it is in the company’s
best interests to assign a proven leader to oversee international
development in a key overseas market. 

Klipsch also realizes that when top staff members are engaged
in an overseas assignment, attention must be paid to ensure the
satisfaction of the assignee. “The stakes are very high with this
level of transfer. We have to make sure the best person is in
place to build and expand the infrastructure,” Steve Klipsch says. 

Laying the groundwork
After addressing the practicalities of the assignment, including

housing and transportation as well as the rental of the assignee’s
Indiana home, the International Center of Indianapolis worked
with the Klipsch assignee and his wife to provide support with
the practical and emotional aspects of a first-time overseas transfer.
While many think of the Netherlands as a very modern, urban
country, much of the nation is quite rural and the s’Hereenberg
community has a very village-like feel. Cultural training prepared
the employee and his wife for a visit to the village in advance
of the arrival. The International Center of Indianapolis also
worked with an international network to address logistics and
identify local resources. 

Just as importantly, the needs of the accompanying spouse
were attended to. Information on social networks, employment
options and personal interests was provided to the employee’s
spouse. Just as the move was to take place, the couple discovered
that they are expecting their first baby. Once the spouse’s needs
were addressed, the International Center team assisted in
transferring the family pets – Kona, the dog and Claude the cat.
In fact, there are companies that specialize in the international
transfer of pets – at a cost comparable to first-class human travel.

The geography, history, business
culture and social norms of the
Netherlands were the focus of a one-
day pre-departure program provided
by ICI staff and Dutch resource persons.
The program also covered the emotional
and practical aspects of the impending
move. 

Assessing needs
One of the biggest reasons

employees do not complete international
assignments is that spouses or families are unable to adjust.
Prior to relocating, assignee spouses can minimize discomfort
by discussing their career and personal needs with a consultant
experienced in international relocation. A pre-departure
assessment may include:
• Strategies for managing change 
• Detailed information about the new location and culture 
• Exploration of career opportunities in the new location,

including the development of a job search strategy/career
enhancement plan 

• Referrals to networking opportunities in the destination country 
Two of the most important aspects to consider when

preparing spouses for an international move are assisting them in
getting acclimated to the host country and in exploring traditional
and non-traditional employment options if they desire to
work. Since some countries will not employ non-nationals, it
is important to find innovative ways to help the spouse/partner
enhance their international knowledge and remain productive
while abroad.

Klipsch Audio is another example of an Indiana company
expanding in the global marketplace. At the March 1 Working
With the World conference presented at Dow AgroSciences,
Dow CEO Jerome Peribere shared with attendees that Dow
requires an international experience for employees to move
into the realm of executive management. It is exciting to see
Indiana companies embracing a multicultural approach to business;
not just from a business outlook but from the individual and
family perspective as well.

Caterina Cregor Blitzer

(Editor’s Note: Second of a three-part series)

Going International
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Author: Caterina Cregor Blitzer is executive director of the
International Center of Indianapolis. She can be contacted
at (317) 955-5150 (ext. 223) or go to www.icenterindy.org




